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THE 3D VISUALISATION IN ARCHAEOLOGY WITH USING 

BLENDER GAME ENGINE, BASED ON THE KOMAROWA CAVE 
EXCAVATION SITE 

 

Abstract 
 

Introduction and aim: Using the Blender Game Engine helps with the visualisation of the ar-
cheological documentation by creating an executive file. 
Material and methods: The model is being made in Blender with the textures made in GIMP. 
This paper shows the way to prepare the final model in Blender Game Engine. The method shown 
in the paper is considered to be an innovative one in the archeological documentation. 
Results: Every layer can be exposed, turned on and off. Thanks to that, there is a chance to show 
the relative positions of meters even if it was not being available to observe this correlation during 
excavations. 
Conclusion: The 3D model makes it easy to understand how the excavation works with help of 
turning the layers on and off, one can expose the data as it was done during the excavations. 
Keywords: Archaeology, 3D visualization, Blender, Blender Game Engine. 
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WIZUALIZACJA TRÓJWYMIAROWA W ARCHEOLOGII Z UŻYCIEM 
BLENDER GAME ENGINE, NA PRZYKŁADZIE STANOWISKA                

KOMAROWA 
 

Streszczenie 
 

Wstęp i cel: Korzystanie z Blender Game Engine pomaga w wizualizacji dokumentacji archeolo-
gicznej, tworząc plik wykonawczy. 
Materiał i metody: Model jest wykonany w Blenderze z tekstur wykonanych w GIMP-ie. Doku-
ment ten przedstawia sposób przygotowania ostatecznego modelu w Blender Game Engine. Me-
toda przedstawiona w dokumencie jest uważana za innowacyjną w archeologicznej dokumentacji. 
Wyniki: Każda warstwa może być uaktywniana przez jej włączanie i wyłączanie. Dzięki prezenta-
cji trójwymiarowej i jej oprogramowaniu istnieje szansa pokazania wzajemnego położenia me-
trów, warstw, nawet  jeśli w rzeczywistości, w trakcie ich  odsłaniania, taka korelacja nie zaszła. 
Wniosek: Model 3D sprawia, że łatwo zrozumieć, w jaki sposób prace wykopaliskowe przy pomo-
cy toczenia warstw i wyłączania można wystawiać dane, jak to miało miejsce podczas wykopalisk. 

Słowa kluczowe: Archeologia, wizualizacja 3D, Blender, Blender Game Engine. 
(Otrzymano:16.12.2016; Zrecenzowano:15.01.2017; Zaakceptowano: 20.01.2017) 
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1. Introduction 

 The three-dimensional presentation of the archaeological documentation makes the exca-
vation results easier to follow.  
 Attractive graphic form is interesting for both specialists and non-specialists. Graphical 
model of archaeological excavations makes it easy to understand the essence of the archaeo-
logical excavation sites. 
 The model described in the paper has been made and featured in the volume V of the Prob-
lems of the Applied Sciences, and the text is available under the link1 with its presenta-
tional and educational values. Here the complexity of the model is being continued in order to 
create an executive file. 

1.1. Brief description of the Komarowa Cave  

 Komarova Cave is located about 10 km to the South-East of Czestochowa, in the Sokole 
Mountains, which is part of the cliff zone formed in Jura, geographical area round 
Czestochowa. The position is located within the area AZP 88-50, the number of positions in 
the area - 41, the number in the settlement (Zrębice) - 5. There are three holes in the cave, a 
corridor with a height of 2-3 m runs on for about 12 m horizontally and expands into small 
rooms. During the 4 seasons of research (1998 to 2001) there has been opened 4 excavation 
fields with a total area of approximately 44 m2 and a depth of 0.8 to 4.3 m and there was 
collected many items from the Middle Paleolithic until Modern Times2.  
 The brief characteristics of the archaeological documentation methodology, then the 
preparings of the each meter in the GIMP programme and the visualization itself preparing  of 
archaeological excavation in the Blender programme was fully discussed in the previous 
paper mentioned above. The model prepared before was the exact visualisation showed in the 
figure 1. 

  
 Fig. 1. The Komarowa Cave’s first trench visualisation model 

Source: Elaboration of the Authors 

  
With the help of mouse, the object could be zoom in and out in and moved around order to 
navigate around the model and rotate it. 

                                                 
1 Kuszmar M., Witek A.: Wizualizacja trójwymiarowa w archeologii z użyciem programu Blender, na przykła-

dzie stanowiska Komarowa oraz Lubin. Problemy Nauk Stosowanych, Tom 5  (pod red. A.A. Czajkowskiego), 
Szczecin 2016, s. 39-49. Available online: http://pns.edu.pl/index.php/pl/wydane-numery/tom-5/nauki-
informatyczne-imedia/wizualizacja-trojwymiarowa-w-archeologii-z-uzyciem-programu-blender-na-
przykladzie-stanowiska-komarowa-araz-lubin, December 2016. 

2 Urbanowski M.: Badania w Jaskini Komarowej w Zrębicach, województwo śląskie. [In:] Badania archeolo-
giczne na Górnym Śląsku i ziemiach pogranicznych w latach 1999-2000 lub Badania w Jaskini Komarowej - 
sezony 1999-2000. Szczecin 2011. 
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 The further aim was to create an executive file to be able to navigate the model fully 
outside of the Blender programme. There was also planned to allow a user to turn on and off 
the individual layers for stratigraphic analysis. 
 
 1.2. Game engine programming and interactivity model  
 
 The Blender Game Engine (BGE) is a built in tool for 
creating of games, simulation and other real time 3D work. It 
includes the real time physics and is a powerful source for 
3D visualisation. It is also sharevare programme so it is 
perfect for the beginners although can be used in profesional 
projects3. 
 To use the BGE, one should switch to the BGE 
environment in a way shown in the figure 2. 
 For this type of animation, Blender uses a scripting lan-
guage Python, but for the less advanced programmers the 
programme has so-called blocks or logic bricks, that make it 
able to specify which element should be in action to perform 
specific effects. Logic bricks indicates and requires knowl-
edge about the Boolean logic operations (AND, OR, NAND, 
etc.). The short review of the operations is being shown in 
the figure 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Boolean logic operation 
Source: Elaboration of the Authors 

 
 The presentation of using of the logic bricks will be made based on the camera move pro-
gramming. 
 
1.3. The camera move 
 
 To activate the mouse in the programme, one must make sure to be in an Blender Game 
environment, not in the Blender Render as the physics is being computed differently.  
 The first step is to choose the mouse to be able to control the camera. In order to do so one 
must follow the instructions: 
 There are a properties window to the left, where one should choose the Render bookmark, 
(the first ark shown, represented by the camera icon) and under there, at the display option 
variety one must choose the Mouse Cursor option. It can be seen on the bottom of the figure 
2. 

                                                 
3 More about the BGE on the creators Internet side: 
  https://www.blender.org/manual/game_engine/introduction.html, available: December 2016. 

 
Fig. 2. Switching to the BGE 

Source: Elaboration of the Authors 
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 Then, the next step is to select the camera as the active element for the move to programme 
its motion. One does that simply by clicking on it, as shown in figure 4.  

 
Fig. 4. Activating of the camera with its yellow-coloured selection 

Source: Elaboration of the Authors 
  

In order to programme the camera movement one must choose the Logic Editor in a way 
shown in the figure below: 

After selecting one sees a window with a choice of sensors, actua-
tors and controllers for the item being selected so in this case, for 
the camera. The camera will be equipped with the ability to move 
forward, back and sideways. Each of these movements requires a 
separate programming with using of the Keyboard as the sensor 
(the keyboard arrows will be used to create the up, down, left and 
right movement). One should press the required keyboard button 
that should react on the motion in the proper sensor window (in the 
way shown in the figure 6).  
The controller is indeed the choice of the Boolean operations, in 
this case the movement required an AND operator and means that 
whenever the computer registers an action given in the sensor, the 
act described in the actuators will be perform.  One should set the 
Controller for an AND type to get the awaited effect. 

 The actuators allow a number of practical actions for sensors, such as the movement, status 
editing, object visibility, etc. One should set the actuator action for Motion and in the Motion 
window one should write down the amount of the millimetres the object should move in the 
X, Y and Z coordinates’ fields (Fig. 6). The following figures show the successive stages of 
programming the movement of the camera: 

 
Fig. 6. Logic settings fot the Camera 

Source: Elaboration of the Authors 

 
Fig. 5. Logic Editor 

Source: Elaboration of the Authors 
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 The backwards and sideways movements are programmed in the same way with the effect 
shown in figure 7. However, the logical bricks are not active until they are connected by link-
ing them together and knotting the adequate dots.  

 
Fig. 7. The full camera logic bricks programming 

 Source: Elaboration of the Authors 

 There will be also needed to programme the mouse movement that corresponds to the first 
person view. It requires the more complicated Python scripts programming. There are many 
freeware codes available already on the Internet, like the one made by Chris Plush4, being 
quoted here in a full version, below: 
 

def main(): 
#set default values 
Sensitivity =  0.0005 
Invert = 1 
Capped = False 
# get controller 
controller = 
bge.logic.getCurrentController() 
  
# get the object this script is at-
tached to 
obj = controller.owner 
 
# get the size of the game screen 
gameScreen = gameWindow() 
 
# get mouse movement 
move = mouse-
Move(gameScreen, controller, 
obj) 
  
# change mouse sensitivity? 
sensitivity =  mouse-
Sen(Sensitivity, obj) 
 
# invert mouse pitch? 
invert = mousePitch(Invert, obj) 

# check so see if property 
named Adjust was added 
if 'Adjust' in obj: 
   
# Don't want Negative val-
ues 
if obj['Adjust'] < 0.0: 
obj['Adjust'] = 0.0 
   
# adjust the sensitivity 
sensitivity = obj['Adjust'] * 
sensitivity 
 
# return sensitivity 
return sensitivity 
 
# define Invert mouse pitch 
def mousePitch(invert, obj): 
  
# check to see if property 
named Invert was added  
if 'Invert'in obj: 
    
# pitch to be inverted? 
if obj['Invert'] == True: 
 invert = -1 
 else: 

  
   
 # check capped angle against 
against camera z- axis and mouse 
y movement 
 if (angle > (90 + capAngle/2) 
and moveY > 0)    or (angle < (90 - 
capAngle/2) and moveY < 0)   == 
True: 
    
 # no movement 
capped = True 
 
# return capped 
return capped 
 
# define useMouseLook 
def useMouseLook(controller, 
capped, move, invert, sensitivity): 
     
# get up/down movement 
if capped == True: 
upDown = 0 
 else: 
 upDown = move[1] * sensitivity 
* invert  
  

                                                 
4 Chris Plush, Mouse Look Python script, available on his Internet side: http://www.cgmasters.net/free- 
  tutorials/fps-mouselook-script-plus-real-text/ 
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# upDown mouse capped? 
capped = mouseCap(Capped, 
move, invert, obj) 
  
# use mouse look 
useMouseLook(controller, 
capped, move, invert, sensitivity) 
   
# Center mouse in game window 
centerCursor(controller, 
gameScreen) 
  
# define game window 
def gameWindow(): 
  
# get width and height of game 
window 
width = 
bge.render.getWindowWidth() 
height = 
bge.render.getWindowHeight() 
  
return (width, height) 
 
 
# define mouse movement func-
tion 
def mouseMove(gameScreen, 
controller, obj): 
 
# Get sensor named MouseLook 
mouse = control-
ler.sensors["MouseLook"] 
 
# extract width and height from 
gameScreen 
width = gameScreen[0] 
height = gameScreen[1] 
 
# distance moved from screen 
center 
x = width/2 - mouse.position[0] 
y = height/2 - mouse.position[1] 
  
# initialize mouse so it doesn't 
jerk first time 
if not 'mouseInit' in obj: 
obj['mouseInit'] = True 
 x = 0 
 y = 0 
  
# if sensor is deactivated don't 
move 
if not mouse.positive: 

 invert = 1 
    
# return mouse pitch 
 return invert 
 
# define Cap vertical 
mouselook 
def mouseCap(capped, 
move, invert, obj): 
  
# check to see if property 
named Cap was added 
 if 'Cap' in obj:    
  
 # import mathutils 
 import mathutils 
   
 # limit cap to 0 - 180 de-
grees 
 if obj['Cap'] > 180: 
  obj['Cap'] = 180 
 if obj['Cap'] < 0: 
  obj['Cap'] = 0 
   
 # get the orientation of 
the camera to parent 
 camOrient = 
obj.localOrientation 
   
 # get camera Z axis vec-
tor 
 camZ = [camOri-
ent[0][2], camOrient[1][2], 
 camOrient[2][2]] 
   
 # create a mathutils vec-
tor  
 vec1 = 
mathutils.Vector(camZ) 
   
 # get camera parent 
 camParent = obj.parent 
   
 # use Parent z axis  
 parentZ = [ 0.0, 0.0, 1.0] 
   
 # create a mathutils vec-
tor 
 vec2 = 
mathutils.Vector(parentZ) 
 
 # find angle in radians 
between two vectors 
 rads = 
mathutils.Vector.angle(vec2, 

# get left/right movement 
leftRight = move[0] * sensitivity * 
invert  
   
# Get the actuators 
act_LeftRight = control-
ler.actuators["LeftRight"] 
act_UpDown = control-
ler.actuators["UpDown"]   
  
# set the values 
act_LeftRight.dRot = [ 0.0, 0.0, 
leftRight] 
act_LeftRight.useLocalDRot = 
False   
  
act_UpDown.dRot = [ upDown, 
0.0, 0.0] 
act_UpDown.useLocalDRot = True 
  
# Use the actuators  
controller.activate(act_LeftRight) 
controller.activate(act_UpDown)  
  
# define center mouse cursor 
def centerCursor(controller, 
gameScreen): 
  
# extract width and height from 
gameScreen 
 width = gameScreen[0] 
 height = gameScreen[1] 
  
# Get sensor named MouseLook 
 mouse = control-
ler.sensors["MouseLook"] 
  
# get cursor position 
 pos = mouse.position 
   
# if cursor needs to be centered 
 if pos != [int(width/2), 
int(height/2)]: 
   
# Center mouse in game window 
bge.render.setMousePosition(int(wi
dth/2), int(height/2)) 
   
# already centered.  Turn off actua-
tors 
 else: 
 # Get the actuators 
act_LeftRight = control-
ler.actuators["LeftRight"] 
act_UpDown = control-
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 x = 0 
 y = 0 
  
# mac fix contributed by Pelle 
Johnsen 
         
# return mouse movement 
return (x, y) 
 
 
# define Mouse Sensitivity 
def mouseSen(sensitivity, obj): 
 

vec1) 
 
 # convert to degrees (ap-
proximate) 
 angle = rads * ( 180.00 / 
3.14)  
# get amount to limit 
mouselook 
 capAngle = obj['Cap'] 
     
 # get mouse up down 
movement 
 moveY = move[1] * in-
vert 

ler.actuators["UpDown"]   
   
# turn off the actuators  
 control-
ler.deactivate(act_LeftRight) 
 control-
ler.deactivate(act_UpDown)  
 
#import GameLogic 
import bge 
# Run program 
 

  
The content of the script will be written in the Text Editor, which has to be opened as 

shown in the following figure.  
 

 
Fig. 8. The Text Editor to save the script in the programme 

Source: Elaboration of the Authors 
 

With the New option selected, the empty field will appear. The one should paste the sctipt 
text into the field and name it the MouseLook. 
 To use the script in the programme, one shall return to the Logic Editor and add a sensor 
mouse with the movement option,. The sensor name must be the same as the name of the 
script. From the list of controllers, select Python and select the name of the previously saved 
script (Fig. 9). 
 The Python script actuator will be the Motion used twice with location and rotation move-
ment set to zero. Now, thanks to the script, the mouse will allow to move the camera freely 
around the model in any direction, also to look up and down and rotate around the model with 
using of the combination of the keyboard arrows. 
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Fig. 9. Mouse Look script programming 

Source: Elaboration of the Authors 
 
1.4. Visibility of the individual excavation layers 
 

Another advantage of the model is the ability to view all the layers individually. The pos-
sibilities of using the Logic Bricks is to set the whole layer to be seen and unseen when the 
user wishes to. To turn off the whole layer one will use the right mouse button, to turn them 
off, one would use the left mouse button. 

On would like to have all of the elements of the layers (different square meters on the 
same level) to be able to pop up at the same time so one should use the parenting option in 
order to link all of the required objects together and to select the parent - the main one to be 
turned  on and off - and the rest of the parented object would follow the parent behaviour. 

But before there will be possible to set the parenting, one should make the object to act 
like a switcher. In this case there will be used a sculptured object that looks like a stone. 
 
1.4.1. Create the switcher - a stone 

 
An active element is a stone that turns off all the meters in a layer. In addition, when the 

object gets active (is reachable for the user), it is going to be highlighted yellow. 
To create a stone, one must begin to sculpt the cube type object. There is a full description 

of how to create a mesh in the programme,  how to put the texture on it and where to unwrap 
it in order to see it in the executive file, in the previous paper printed in the volume V of the 
Problems of the Applied Sciences. What is new here, one should move the points (vertexes) 
of the mesh around to get the proper shape of the stone. It is required to do this in the Edit 
Mode. One switches to the Edit mode by clicking the Tab button. When the stone is having 
the proper shape, one creates the  Material and Texture in Properties (description in Volume 
V of the publication) and then chooses the individual stone texture that one can make oneself 
in any graphic programme. 

 After this, one should unwrap the texture in Edit Mode with the key shortcut E (Fig. 10) 
and it is the similar operation to the one already described in the previous, already mentioned, 
paper. 
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This is the basic description of unwrapping the texture onto the mesh. There is also more 
detailed and better mesh unwrapping available described for example in Ben Simons’ book5 
so it is advised for the user to look further for more information about the seams unwrapping 
of the 3D shaped meshes etc. 

 

 

Fig. 10. The stone unwrapping 
Source: Elaboration of the Authors 

 

 

Fig. 11. Text object and parenting linking visible 
Source: Elaboration of the Authors 

 
The prepared stone will be copied twice and placed by every layer, one stone hidden into 

the other. The first stone should be quite bigger than the other. The S keyboard button allows 
the user to scale the object. The bigger stone will turn off the layer so indeed make it (and it-
self) invisible. The other one will be used to turn all the meters on again (make them visible). 
With using of the Text item creator, every single stone will be signed with the proper layer 
number (that carries indeed the depth information). The text can be changed in the Edit Mode. 
 

                                                 
5 Simons B., Blender Master Class, 2013, p. 129. Polish Edition Blender by Helion in 2014. 
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1.4.2. Objects parenting 
 

To parent the individual meters on every level, one should choose the all to-be-parented 
objects and the stone as the last one in order to have many objects chosen at the same time 
with one main one. The objects can be chosen by clicking on them with Shift  key pressed. 
All objects will be highlighted orange while the active object highlighted yellow. With the 
stone chosen last, one should press the combination of the Ctrl P and choose to set parent to 
the last active object (Fig. 12). 

 

 
Fig. 12. Parenting of the objects 
Source: Elaboration of the Authors 

 
 The next step is to programme the every parented object (jus this one, not the children) in 
the following way: With the sensor Mouse one should be able to set the visibility (sensor: 
Mouse Right Button, actuator: visibility) of the chosen object itself and its children, visible 
(the visibility option selected, children option selected) or invisible (sensor: Mouse Left But-
ton, actuator: the visibility option unselected, children option selected).  The smaller stone is 
being placed inside just to point where the hidden object is. There is also chosen to replace the 
mesh when the mouse will be over the object. There was ordered a pair of the stones coloured 
yellow  for each stone which will be replaced by the computer whenever the mouse appears 
over the mesh and therefore highlighted.  

 
Fig. 13. Programming of the parented objects  

Source: Elaboration of the Authors 

The similar settings should be repeated for every layer and every set of stones.  
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1.5. Exporting to the .exe file 
 
 Before the file is exported to the executive file one must export all textures to the .blend 
file. The option File/External Data/Pack into blend file should be chosen right before the 
exporting. Thanks to all textures will be visible in the .exe file. 
 The adjusting of the rendering should be set properly in the way shown in the figure below. 
After adjusting of the resolution, apearing options, shading options (GLSL for the Invidia 
based on working and exporting process). One should make sure that all working layers (the 
dots shown to the left) are selected with the Shift button. With all properly options selected, 
one can export the file to the executive. 

 
Fig. 14. Exporting options 

Source: Elaboration of the Authors 

 

 

Fig. 15. File exporting 
Source: Elaboration of the Authors 
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 The model shown below carries only the presentation values, because it is being made of 
all four profiles, but only of thirteen layers altogether with the best scientific value. 
 There is no constant distance between the layers but there is  around 30 cm average 
difference inbetween the layers. They were indeed removed on the average depth of 5 
centimeters.  
 After starting the programme, the user sees a mouse cursor, which moves around the 
object. That gives the first person view. With the usage of the arrows one can operate with the 
view and with the scroll wheel one can approach the model and move away from it. 
 

3. Conclusions 

• Attractive graphic form can be interesting for non-archaeological users. 

• The 3D model makes it easy to understand how the excavation works with help of turning 
the layers on and off, one can expose the data as it was done during the excavations. 

• The proposed models are only a basic version available for further development. 

• The method shown in the paper is considered to be an innovative one in the archeological 
documentation. 
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